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Abstract: A numerical model is extended to investigate the nonlinear dynamics of surface wave
propagation over mud in the presence of currents. A phase-resolving frequency-domain model for
wave-current interaction is improved to account for wave modulations due to viscoelastic mud of
arbitrary thickness. The model compares well with published laboratory data and performs slightly
better than the model with viscous mud-induced wave damping mechanism. Monochromatic and
random wave simulations are conducted to examine the combined effect of currents, mud-induced
wave dissipation and modulation, and nonlinear wave-wave interactions on surface wave spectra.
Results indicate that current effects on wave damping over viscoelastic mud is not as straightforward
as that over viscous mud. For example, while opposing currents consistently increase damping of
random waves over viscous mud, they can decrease damping over viscoelastic mud due to high
variations in frequency-dependent damping stemming from mud’s elasticity. It is shown that a model
that assumes the mud layer to be thin for simplification can overestimate wave damping over thick
mud layers.
Keywords: surface wave dissipation; viscoelastic mud; wave-current interaction; nonlinear interactions
1. Introduction
Interactions among gravity waves, currents, and bottom sediments in the coastal
environment are complex. In areas with strong currents such as inlets or river mouths,
hydrodynamic forces induced by waves and currents resuspend and transport sediments
while bottom sediments can attenuate waves and currents through bottom friction or
viscous damping within the sediment layer. To add to the complexity, waves and currents
interact and their interactions can affect the kinematics of flow field and its impact on
sediment transport. Understanding these interactions enable coastal engineers and scien-
tists to better estimate wave forces, understand the fate of sediments in the coastal zone,
and predict shoreline erosion.
Sediments in most coastal areas are heterogenous with varying proportions of clay.
A well-known process over bottom mud is attenuation of surface waves which is consider-
able compared to sandy beds e.g., [1]. Wave-mud interaction has been the subject of many
recent studies that explore spectral wave evolution [2–6]. However, only a few studies have
considered the effect of currents on wave-mud interaction e.g., [7–12]. However, substantial
mud deposition occurs in river deltas and strong currents can interact with wave and mud
in the vicinity of river inlets. Therefore, a model that incorporates current effects on waves
can better predict mud-induced wave attenuation. Interaction between waves and currents
change the linear and nonlinear properties of surface waves [13]. Doppler shifting of fre-
quencies is a linear effect of currents on waves that can result in nonlinear energy transfer
across the wave spectrum [12]. Other nonlinear effects of currents have been previously
studied focusing on large amplitude waves in the presence of adverse currents [7], waves
near blocking condition [8,9], and deep water waves [10,11] and wave-wave interactions in
shallow water for regular [14] and irregular [12] waves.
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A reliable model for wave evolution over mud requires an accurate characteriza-
tion of mud behavior. Various rheological models have been adopted for this purpose
among which the most common ones are viscous fluid e.g., [15,16], viscoelastic medium
e.g., [17–21], and Bingham plastic e.g., [22–25]. Since mud exhibits different behaviors
depending on its state of consolidation and composition e.g., [26], a single rheological
model may fail to predict mud behavior under a wide range of hydrodynamic forc-
ing. Among the aforementioned rheological models, viscoelastic fluid and solid mod-
els can predict wave dissipation over the widest range of wave forcing and sediment
characteristics [27]. To study wave damping over viscoelastic mud, Macpherson [17] de-
veloped the formulation for a two-layer system composed of clear water overlying a layer
of viscoelastic Voigt solid. Piedra-Cueva [28] extended the work to include the effects of
boundary layers at the water/mud interface (or lutocline). More recently, Liu and Chan [20]
(referred to as LC hereafter) derived a model for surface wave damping rate assuming
that the thicknesses of the mud layer is small and is of the same order of magnitude as the
bottom boundary layer. An advantage of the LC model is that unlike Macpherson [17],
the damping rates are explicit function of parameters in the problem.
An important characteristic of viscoelastic mud is the resonance effect. As a result of
resonance, surface wave frequencies in the proximity of natural frequency of oscillation
of the mud layer undergo stronger damping than other frequencies in a spectrum. Since
surface waves undergo substantial evolution in shallow water due to nonlinear wave-wave
interactions, predicting waves in shallow water ideally requires a model that resolves inter-
action among waves and those between waves and their surrounding environment, namely
sediments, vegetation, or structures. Phase-resolving wave models represent these inter-
action explicitly to varying degrees whereas phase-averaged models parameterize them,
resulting in potential inaccuracies. In a recent study, Tahvildari and Sharifineyestani [6]
incorporated the LC model in a phase-resolving frequency-domain model and studied
mud’s elastic effect on evolution of regular and irregular waves over mud. Model results
showed that neglecting mud’s shear modulus can result in substantial errors in predicting
bulk wave properties, such as root-mean-square wave height (Hrms), as well as nonlinear
energy transfer across spectrum that affects the shape of the spectrum.
Mud can dissipate surface waves through direct and indirect mechanisms. Direct
damping involves damping of surface wave energy due to viscosity in the mud layer which
is a first-order phenomenon meaning that it occurs even if only linear motions are con-
sidered. However, field and laboratory experiments indicate that high [1,29] and low [30]
surface wave frequencies exhibit higher damping than what is anticipated merely from
direct dissipation. Numerical simulations and theory show that high-frequency dissipation
is due to nonlinear energy transfer from short to long waves which are directly damped by
the mud [2,5,29] while low-frequency dissipation is due to nonlinear energy transfer from
low to high frequencies due to short wave modulation [21,31]. Another indirect mecha-
nism for surface wave damping can be the generation of interfacial waves over lutocline
by surface waves and their dissipation due to mud’s viscosity. The mud/water system
can be idealized as a two-layer configuration that supports the generation of interfacial
waves. One mechanism of generation of interfacial waves, relevant to coastal systems,
is the resonant excitation of a pair of interfacial waves by a single surface wave [32–35].
Interfacial waves are subject to damping through viscosity within the mud layer as well as
dissipation within interfacial boundary layers [35,36]. While the process is a second-order
phenomenon and transient, it can result in substantial surface wave energy dissipation if it
persists for long time.
Numerical wave models have enabled studying wave-mud interaction in complex
wave conditions. Among mud rheological models, the viscous fluid model has been im-
plemented in wave models most commonly. The phase-averaged models SWAN [37,38]
and WAVEWATCH III [39] as well as phase-resolving models e.g., [2,5] have used the
viscous mud-induced wave damping mechanisms. Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40] extended
the Kaihatu et al. [2] study to account for the effect of currents on mud-induced wave dissi-
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pation and showed that the damping dominates spectral evolution even in the presence
of relatively strong currents. Their results show that, in agreement with earlier stud-
ies, counter-propagating currents increase wave damping while co-propagating currents
reduce it. It is noteworthy that increase in wave attenuation over counter-propagating
currents is independent of bottom type and has been observed over other rough beds
e.g., [41]. Recently Tahvildari and Sharifineyestani [6] incorporated a mechanism for sur-
face wave modulation and dissipation by viscoelastic mud in a nonlinear frequency-domain
model [2]. Their results show that bulk wave characteristics such as Hrms are dictated by
direct damping which is highly influenced by resonance of the mud layer. Furthermore,
the relative magnitude of the spectral peak frequency and mud’s resonance frequency was
found to be a key factor in the shape of the damped spectrum. It was also shown that
similar to viscous mud, subharmonic interactions result in damping of high frequencies
over viscoelastic mud, but the damping rates vary with mud’s shear modulus. All in all, it
was shown that neglecting mud’s elasticity can introduce significant errors in bulk wave
characteristics as well as spectral shape.
In this research, we extend the model of Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40] by generalizing
the mud rheology to a viscoelastic solid. We utilize two models to represent mud-induced
damping and modulation of surface wave in the wave model, namely the LC model and
Macpherson [17]. Implementation of the latter model enables applying the wave model to
muds of arbitrary thickness by eliminating the limitation of thin-mud-layer assumption
imposed by LC. Therefore, the present model provides a more comprehensive predictive
tool for wave propagation in coastal waters.
The paper is structured as follows. Following this introduction, Section 2 discusses
the wave-current-mud interaction model, Section 3 presents model simulation results for
current effects on evolution of monochromatic and random waves, Section 4 discusses the
applications and limitations of the model, and Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
2. Numerical Model
The coupled wave-current-mud interaction model integrates the wave-current interac-
tion model of Kaihatu [12] which simulates nonlinear propagation of waves in the presence
of currents, and two mechanisms for mud-induced surface wave evolution formulated in
LC and Macpherson [17].
2.1. Nonlinear Wave–Current Interaction Model
There have been numerous earlier studies on wave-current interactions which showed
that background currents can strongly affect oceanic surface gravity waves e.g., [42].
To carry out a comprehensive investigation of wave-current-mud interaction, vertically
varying currents and the effect of resulting shear and vorticity on waves need to be
considered as it is well-known that currents affect wave kinematics within and outside the
bottom boundary layer e.g., [43,44]. It is noted, however, that an irrotational theory that
uses depth-averaged velocity can provide a good approximation for rotational theory [42].
Since the focus of this study is to begin to investigate current effects on nonlinear spectral
evolution over viscoelastic mud, the current is assumed to be simply constant with depth.
Based on this assumption, the shear and vorticity are neglected and the flow can be
assumed irrotational.
The wave-current interaction model used in this study is developed by Kaihatu [12]
based on the mild-slope equations [45], which explicitly solves the nonlinear triad interac-
tions. The model is applicable to weakly two-dimensional flows as it uses the parabolic
approximation [46]. The linear characteristics of wave-current interaction are adequately
represented in the model by enforcing the conservation of wave action, which in one
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where H is the wave height. The absolute frequency, ω, is measured with respect to a fixed
reference frame, and has the following relationship with σ,
ω = σ + kU, (4)
where U is the ambient constant current which is vertically constant but can change in
the horizontal direction. This is consistent with the governing equations which assume
irrotational flow and slow-varying depth. The strength of the current is assumed to beO(1).
There is a plethora of wave-current interaction models. Since the purpose of this study is
to examine nonlinear evolution of waves over mud in the presence of currents and how
viscoelasticity of mud affects the process, we use the frequency domain phase-resolving
nonlinear model of Kaihatu [12]. The model treats the nonlinear interactions between wave
components explicitly, enabling to focus on nonlinear wave evolution. An advantage of
the present model is that it can be used to benchmark more comprehensive wave models,
for example Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models, for their performance in
resolving triad interactions. In Kaihatu [12], second-order effects are added to the wave-
current interaction model of Kaihatu and Kirby [47] and energy transfer calculations in
high frequencies are improved. Here we only describe the main model equation and refer
the reader to Kaihatu and Kirby [47] and Kaihatu [12] for more details. The evolution
of surface wave amplitude over slowly varying depth in one horizontal dimension (x) is
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free-surface boundary condition. The resulting corrected harmonic amplitude, Bn, is
calculated as,
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where I and J are nonlinear interaction coefficients. Equation (5) is modeled with a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta scheme [47]. At the leading order, ambient currents modify wave
frequencies through Doppler shift. The term Dn An in Equation (5) represents energy dissi-
pation which can be due any interaction between waves and the surrounding environment,
namely depth-limited breaking, mud, or aquatic vegetation.
2.2. Model for Surface Wave Evolution over Viscoelastic Mud
The effects of viscoelastic muds on surface waves include viscous dissipation and
frequency modulation. In dissipative media, the wave number or frequency is considered
to be a complex wave number and their imaginary part represents a spatial or temporal
damping rate, respectively e.g., [17]. Frequency modulation, on the other hand, is repre-
sented by changes in the real part of wave number or frequency. Therefore, solving wave
evolution over mud requires solving the dispersion relation of a two-layer mud/water
system which has coefficients and variables composed of real and imaginary parts. Since
the LC model is the thin-mud limit of Macpherson [17], comparison between results using
these two models sheds light on the effect of thin-mud-layer assumption on surface wave
evolution. Figure 1 represents a definition sketch of the wave-current-mud environment
in a two layer system. In this figure, dm, νm, Gm, ρm are mud’s depth, viscosity, shear
modulus of elasticity, and density, respectively and h, νw, and ρw represent the water’s
depth, viscosity and density, respectively. The surface wave amplitude is denoted by a.
Figure 1. Definition sketch for wave-current-mud interaction in a two-layer system.
2.2.1. Macpherson Model
Macpherson [17] investigated surface wave attenuation in a two-layer system com-
posed of an inviscid water overlaying a viscoelastic layer of solid that represented sediment
and was described by the Voigt model. The governing equation for motion of small ampli-
tude waves in a Voigt solid resembles linearized Navier-Stokes equations if the viscosity
coefficient in the Navier-Stokes equation is substituted with a complex term that represents
elasticity as well. This effective viscosity coefficient is formulated as,




where νme is the effective kinematic viscosity of mud e.g., [17], and the real and imaginary
parts represent mud’s viscosity and elasticity, respectively. In this equation, νm, Gm, ρm
are mud’s viscosity, shear modulus of elasticity, and density, respectively. The viscosity of
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shear stress and mixing at water-mud interface are neglected. The dispersion relation for
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where Cm = cosh(kdm), Cl = cosh(ldm), Sm = sinh(kdm), Sl = sinh(ldm), l = (k2− iσνme )
0.5
where dm is the depth of the mud layer, h is the depth of the water layer, and T′ is the
surface tension which is assumed to be negligible here. Solving this dispersion relation
for wave number, k, gives the modulated frequency, kr (Re(k)) and damping rate, Dm
(Im(k)). This dispersion relation should be solved numerically, and it should be noted
that the roots in the complex plane may be non-unique making the solution procedure
at times laborious and the correct root ambiguous [48]. This non-uniqueness problem
can make implementation into predictive wave models difficult, unless relevant roots are
precalucated and incorporated [49].
2.2.2. Liu and Chan Model
The LC model provides explicit solutions for real and imaginary parts of the surface
wave number. The implementation of the solution in spectral wave models is straightfor-
ward [6] and the approach eliminates the possibility of obtaining multiple roots. The basic
assumption in this formulation is that the mud layer is thin and is of the same order of
magnitude as the bottom boundary layer within mud:
kra ≈ krdm ≈ krδme  1 (9)







sinh 2k1h + 2k1h
[
2λ− ΩM sinh 2λΩM + ΩP sin (2λΩP)
cosh (2λΩM) + cos (2λΩP)
]
, (10)
where k1 is the surface wavenumber for a single layer fluid in the absence of mud and δme
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[
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]
(12)
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2.2.3. Comparison between Viscoelastic Mud Models
Figure 2 shows variation of damping rates for viscous (G = 0) and viscoelastic mud with
shear modulus of G = 100 Pa using formulations of LC (Equation (12)) and Macpherson [17]
(Equation (8)), and values extracted from the Piedra-Cueva [28] study. In this figure, we used the
same parameters that Piedra-Cueva [28] used in their study: ζ =
√
νm/νw = 100, dm = 0.06 m,
h = 0.30 m, ρm = 1370 kg/m3, ρw = 1000 kg/m3 and wave frequency changes between
0–1.7 Hz. As seen, the variation of damping with dm.
√
ω/νm is non-monotinic for both viscous
and viscoelastic scenarios and resonance effect, which is manifested by intensified damping,
is evident for the viscoelastic case at dm.
√
ω/νm of around 2. The highest damping over
viscoelastic mud occurs at a frequency equal to mud’s natural frequency of oscillation as it
triggers large motions and subsequent viscous damping within the mud layer. All the three

























Figure 2. Surface wave damping rate as a function of frequency for different shear moduli of mud
using formulation of LC (solid line), Macpherson [17] (dashed line) and Piedra-Cueva [28] (dot line),
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Figure 3 shows the variation of Dm with surface wave frequency ( f ) for various values
of mud shear modulus and currents. The damping rates shown in this figure assume
that relative viscosity is ζ =
√
νm/νw = 100, dm = 0.12 m, h = 1.00 m, ρm = 1111 kg/m3,
and ρw = 1000 kg/m3. The damping rates are smallest at the low and high ends of
the frequency range and their variation depends on mud shear modulus and current
velocity. Viscous mud consistently causes the highest dissipation rate at low frequencies,
regardless of the current magnitude. As seen in the figure, the variation of Dm with f is
stronger over viscoelastic muds compared to viscous mud, and the maximum damping
rate consistently increases with mud shear modulus up to Gm = 100 Pa and decreases
thereafter. Three current magnitudes of U = 0,±0.15 m/s corresponding to Froude num-
bers Fr = U/
√
gh = 0,±0.05 are used. As seen, for the viscous case and when f < 0.5 Hz,
the wave damping rate over opposing current is larger than both the cases without current
and with co-propagating current. This trend is reversed for f > 0.5 Hz. The case with
viscous mud damping is the same as that studied in Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40] but with
thinner mud layer. The same trend in Dm − f variation is seen for viscoelastic muds
(Figure 3), and it is noted that reversal in trend occurs at 0.5 Hz regardless of the value of
mud shear modulus. As mud shear modulus increases, current effects on damping rates
























Figure 3. Surface wave damping rate as a function of frequency for different shear moduli of mud in
the presence of co-propagating current with U = +0.15 m/s (solid line), without current (dot line),
and in the presence of counter-propagating current with U = −0.15 m/s (dashed line), ζ = 100,
h = 1.00 m, dm = 0.12 m, and ρm = 1111 kg/m3.
The total energy of a frequency over mud depends on direct damping, which is
calculated using Equations (8) and (12), and its energy loss or gain due to nonlinear energy
transfer across the spectrum [2,5,6]. Therefore, the evolution of surface waves over mud
is adequately understood only if a spectral model with capability of resolving nonlinear
wave interactions is utilized. To achieve this, we incorporate mechanisms for viscoelastic
mud-induced evolution in a nonlinear frequency-domain spectral model for wave-current
interaction developed by Kaihatu [12], and apply the coupled model to solve the spatial
evolution of surface waves.
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3. Model Results
In this section, we first show the validity of the model by comparing with laboratory
data. We then utilize the model to demonstrate the effect of wave-current-mud interac-
tion on evolution of monochromatic waves, in the form of cnoidal waves, and random
wave spectra.
3.1. Model Validation
As discussed earlier, mud can show different rheological properties under various
wave conditions. Properties of the mud layer such as density, viscosity, and thickness can
vary widely in the field depending on hydrodynamic conditions, and sediment consol-
idation and composition. These variations translate to a complex relationship between
wave evolution and sediment properties, making it hard to compare observations with
predictions from numerical models which highly idealize sediment properties. In con-
trast, the uncertainty in mud properties and complexities in flow conditions are smaller in
laboratory experiments. Therefore, there is a closer correspondence between laboratory ex-
periments and numerical wave models as the models generally assume that mud rheology
and other properties are constant over time and space. While there are some laboratory
datasets on wave dissipation over mud e.g., [50–52], there are a limited number of studies
on wave-mud interaction in the presence of currents. Here we utilize two sets of such
experimental data, namely Zhao et al. [19] and An and Shibayama [53], to validate our
model. The damping rate is calculated using the following equation and is compared with
reported values in the two studies:
H(x) = H0e−Ds .x, (19)
where Ds indicates surface wave damping rate. For comparison with experiments, we use
the wave model with the LC mechanism.
The range of parameters used in Zhao et al. [19] experiments is: dm = 6–12 cm,
h = 24–28 cm, ρm = 1190–1400 kg/m3, G = 0.4–25 Pa, wave period = 0.82–1.61 s, and wave
height 1.8–10 cm. The range of current velocities in the experiments that were used for
validation was −0.18–0.6 m/s. Figure 4 shows the comparison between the damping
rates acquired from the wave-current-mud interaction model, in viscous and viscoelastic
modes, and the laboratory experiments of Zhao et al. [19]. While the model compares
well with the lab data using either viscous and viscoelastic mud mechanisms, it shows a
slightly better performance when the viscoelastic mechanism is used. The RMSE of the
viscoelastic and viscous mud models are 0.00255 m−1 (with R2 = 0.99) and 0.00342 m−1
(with R2 = 0.98), respectively. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the attenuated height
of monochromatic waves as reported from several experiments of Zhao et al. [19] and those
obtained from the present model. The averaged RMSE for these six cases is 0.0015 m−1
(with averaged R2 = 0.91).
The model is compared with the results reported in An and Shibayama [53] for further
validation. Mud layer existed only in five of their experiments and those experiments
where selected for the validation. The range of parameters in An and Shibayama [53] is:
dm = 8 cm, h = 26.3 cm, wave period = 1.01 s, wave height = 4.48 cm, and currents
= −19.11 cm/s to +18.64 cm/s. The model with viscoelastic mud compares very well with
the experiments (Figure 6) showing a RMSE of 0.0056 m−1 (with R2 = 0.89).
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Figure 5. Comparison between the attenuated wave heights from the present model (black line) and
experiments of Zhao et al. [19] (squares). The experiment number as labeled by Zhao et al. [19] is
mentioned in each sub-figure.
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Figure 6. Comparison between the attenuation rates from the present model and laboratory experi-
ments of An and Shibayama [53].
The values used for mud characteristics that are observed in real field condition are
highly variable spatially and temporally, and differ from those used in the experiments
used for model validation. In field experiments in the Atchafalaya Bay in the Gulf of
Mexico, Elgar and Raubenheimer [30] observed a thick yogurt-like layer of mud with
30 cm thickness lying under a 5-m layer of water. Rogers and Holland [54] reported mud
layer with an average thickness of 0.4 m offshore the Cassino Beach, Brazil in water depths
ranging from 9–15 m. Liao et al. [4] reported mud depths in the range of 0.03–0.12 m
in water depth of 3.20-3.60 m, kinematic viscosity of 0.079–3.17×10−3 m2/s, and mud
density ρm = 1095–1206 kg/m3 in the same general area as the experiments of Elgar and
Raubenheimer [30] were conducted. Here, similar to Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40], we focus
on a combination of water depth and incident wave condition that enable illuminating
some aspects of nonlinear evolution over viscoelastic mud in the presence of currents.
The mud properties and wave characteristics that are used in the following sections are
generally within the range observed in Cassino Beach [54] while the water depth is chosen
to be smaller. The setup is comparable to many muddy areas which have long shallow
shelves and small variations in bottom bathymetry over long distances. As an example,
the shelf near the Marsh Island, Louisiana, USA, is shallower than 2 m over a stretch that is
more than 7 km long [40].
3.2. Effect of Currents on Propagation of Monochromatic Waves over Mud
We simulate the evolution of monochromatic waves using cnoidal waves. Investigat-
ing the evolution of permanent wave solution is informative since we can assess the com-
bined effect of nonlinearity and frequency-dependent dissipation without the complexities
that an irregular wave spectrum entails as it contains numerous frequencies. While multi-
ple frequencies are present in cnoidal waves, they propagate at the same speed and their
superposition creates the permanent form solution to Equations (5) and (6) [55]. The per-
manent form solution used in our simulations is developed by Kaihatu [12] (Equation (5))
and is produced by superposition of the component amplitudes that are harmonics of a
fundamental frequency.
Figure 7 shows the variation of amplitude spectrum of cnoidal waves with frequency
for different magnitudes of shear modulus, G = 0–200 Pa. The simulations are performed
in a domain of length 1000 m in which the mud patch is placed at x = 300–800 m and
the grid resolution is ∆x = 0.025 m. A total of 10 harmonics are utilized for generation
of a cnoidal wave with the fundamental frequency of f = 0.10 Hz. The wave height
is H = 0.1 m and the current has three values of 0,±0.15 m/s corresponding to Froude
numbers Fr = U/
√
gh = 0,±0.05. The values of mud layer thickness and water depth are
0.12 and 1.00 m, respectively, and the relative viscosity is ζ =
√
νm/νw = 100. The range of
frequency is 0.10 ≤ f ≤ 1 Hz corresponding to 0.20 ≤ kh ≤ 4. This range of frequencies,
0 
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mud properties, and water depth were selected such that mud layer remains dynamically
thin, consistent with the LC model. Figure 7 shows the initial spectrum at x = 0 and the
spectrum in the lee of the mud patch at x = 800 m. Generally, it is seen that damping
decreases as G increases regardless of the direction of the current. For viscous mud,
frequencies smaller than f = 0.6 Hz experience stronger damping in the presence of
an opposing current than a following current. However, this trend changes in larger
frequencies such that opposing current results in weaker dissipation. As mud’s shear
modulus increases, the frequency at which the change in dissipation trend occurs increases
to f = 0.82 Hz for G = 50 Pa and f = 0.92 Hz for G = 100 Pa. No change in trend is
observed for a mud with G = 200 Pa.
The trend in dependency of mud-induced dissipation on mud’s shear modulus cannot
be explained entirely by frequency-dependent damping rates (Figure 3). As discussed
earlier, the damping rates in the presence of an opposing current is stronger than those
in the presence of a following current for frequencies less than ∼0.5 Hz regardless of
shear modulus. However, the point of reversal in this trend is ∼0.60 Hz which shifts
to higher frequencies as G increases. Since the LC mode uses linearized equations of
motion, it can be concluded that nonlinear wave-wave interactions are responsible for
this slight shift. To better understand the reason of this difference, the model is run with
subharmonic nonlinear interactions deactivated by setting S = 0 in Equation (5). Figure 8
shows simulations for cases with and without currents while subharmonic interactions are
deactivated. Figure 8 indicates that the variation of amplitudes with frequency follows the
pattern of direct damping rate. As seen, when there is no current the amplitude spectrum
over viscous mud intersects with viscoleatsic mud with shear modulus of G = 100, and
200 Pa at 0.5 Hz and 0.65 Hz respectively, which are close to the intersection frequencies
of viscoelastic and viscous damping rates in Figure 3. The intensity of damping across
frequencies can shift to lower or higher end of the spectrum depending on the direction
of the current. As seen in the Figure 8, for a viscoelastic mud with G = 100 Pa, damping
in the presence of a following current is stronger than that in the presence of an opposing
current in the range of mid to high frequencies as a following (opposing) current shifts
more energy to higher (lower) frequencies where they experience higher (weaker) damping
(Figure 3). It is also noted that on the high-frequency end of the spectrum, the change in
frequency amplitudes with respect to incident wave spectrum is small. This is in agreement
with findings of Tahvildari and Sharifineyestani [6] for waves over viscoelastic mud in the
absence of currents and with Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40] for waves over viscous mud in the
presence of currents indicating that damping of higher frequencies are due to subharmonic
interactions regardless of the magnitude of mud shear modulus, and presence and direction
of currents.
Figure 9 shows the spatial variation of the total wave height of the cnoidal wave
spectrum, shown in Figure 7, for different values of mud shear modulus. As expected, Hrms
follows the pattern reported in Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40] for viscous mud where damping
in the presence of the following current is less than that in the presence of opposing current.
For scenarios with G = 50, 100 Pa, Hrms shows undulations with x and at the end of the
mud patch the wave is most heavily (weakly) damped in the presence of a following
(opposing) current. The trend in Hrms variation for viscoelastic mud with G = 200 Pa
is similar to that over viscous mud. The variation of Hrms with space is attributed to
frequency-dependent damping rate (Figure 3). Most of the energy in the cnoidal wave
spectrum is confined in frequencies lower than 0.50 Hz where Dm is consistently higher
for opposing currents for viscous mud and viscoelastic mud with G = 200 Pa. However,
as discussed earlier, Dm is larger for opposing currents for muds with G = 50 and 100 Pa
over low frequencies while Dm for a following currents exceeds that of an opposing current
for larger frequencies in the 0 < f < 0.50 Hz range.
















G = 200 Pa
Figure 7. Propagation of cnoidal wave spectrum over mud with shear moduli of G = 0–200 Pa.
Blue-solid-x line: the initial spectrum at x = 0, black-solid line: the spectrum with U = +0.15 m/s,
black-dashed line: the spectrum for U = −0.15 m/s, and black-dot line: the spectrum with U = 0,
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Figure 8. Evolution of a cnoidal wave spectrum with subharmonic interactions deactivated. Wave
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G = 50 Pa
G = 100 Pa
G = 200 Pa
Figure 9. Spatial variation of cnoidal wave H over viscous (G = 0) and viscoelastic mud with
shear moduli of G = 50–200 Pa. dot-line: U = 0, solid-line: U = +0.15 m/s , and dashed-line:
U = −0.15 m/s. The mud patch is located at x = 300–800 m, ζ = 100, h = 1.00 m, dm = 0.12 m, and
ρm = 1111 kg/m3.
3.3. Effects of Currents on Propagation of Random Wave Spectra over Mud
The random wave simulations use the TMA form spectrum [56] and are performed
in a 4900-m long domain (or 70 wave lengths) to ensure that the spectrum reaches a flat
equilibrium [12]. The mud patch is placed between 1000–1500 m so that waves undergoes
several recurrence cycles [40]. It was noted that the length of the location of the mud
patch had negligible effect on results, but selecting the same domain length as Kaihatu and
Tahvildari [40] enabled comparing our results with the earlier work. The Hrms of initial
spectrum and depth of water are 0.24 m and 2.00 m, respectively resulting in the Ursell





where δ = Hrms2h , and µ = kh.
The exchange of energy across a spectrum is highly dependent on the Ursell number.
Prior work using the same wave model has shown that a spectrum with Ur = 2.08
exhibits immediate broadening due to strong cross-spectrum energy transfer and does not
experience recurrence effect. In contrast, a spectrum with lower Ur of 0.78 preserved its
harmonic structure over a longer distance and exhibited recurrent cycling [12]. Here we
investigate the evolution of two spectra with peak frequencies fp = 0.0625 and 0.26 Hz.
The water and mud properties are selected such that relatively high damping rates are
produced: the depth of water and mud layers are h = 2 m, and d = 0.20 m, respectively,
and ζ = 100. As an example, this combination results in the resonance frequency of
fr = 0.26 Hz for G = 50 Pa. We ran the model for various magnitudes of shear modulus.
With these specifications, we chose the frequencies in a range which resulted in kr.dm < 1
corresponding to a relatively thin mud layer. Figure 10 shows the variation of damping
rate over f = 0–1.0 Hz. Within this range, f = 0–0.46 Hz, corresponds to thin mud condition
with the abovementioned parameters.
x(m) 

























Figure 10. Variation of surface wave damping rate with frequency for different values of mud shear
modulus. Solid line: Fr = +0.15 m/s, dot line: Fr = 0, and dashed line: Fr = −0.15 m/s, ζ = 100,
h = 2.00 m, dm = 0.20 m, and ρm = 1111 kg/m3.
Figure 11 shows the evolution of random wave spectra with peak frequency fp = 0.0625 Hz
over viscous and viscoelastic muds. The initial spectrum and the spectrum at the end of the mud
patch (x = 1500 m) are shown for Fr = ±0.15 and shear moduli of G = 0, 100, and 200 Pa. In the
scenario with viscous mud (Figure 11a), higher frequencies clearly undergo stronger damping
in the presence of an opposing current though energy level in low to mid-range frequencies
in the presence of the opposing current is comparable to that in the presence of the following
current at the end of the mud patch. The difference between wave damping in the presence
of following and opposing currents is smaller over viscoelastic mud compared to viscous mud
(Figure 11b,c). It is noted that spectrum expands quickly in frequency regardless of mud shear
modulus and current direction and there is no apparent peaks in the spectrum at the lee of mud.
Kaihatu and Tahvildari [40] simulation also indicate that the spectrum with relatively high Ur
(2.08) undergoes rapid broadening.
Figure 11d–i shows the spatial evolution of several frequencies, namely the sub-
harmonic ( fp/2), first ( fp), second (2 fp), and third (3 fp) harmonics of peak frequency.
The spectra undergoes some initial evolution where the subharmonic gains energy at the
expense of the first three harmonics, but all the frequencies reach a quasi-equilibrium state
in 20 wavelengths. It is also noted that dissipation of the subharmonic and all the higher
harmonics are stronger over viscous mud than viscoelastic mud. The damping becomes
stronger in higher harmonics.
Figure 12 shows the spatial variation of Hrms. Similar to the case with cnoidal waves,
the damping due to opposing current is stronger than that in the following current over
viscous mud while the trend reverses as mud shear modulus increases. It is noteworthy
that this reversal in trend is consistent with x for all G values for a random wave spectrum
and the undulations seen for a cnoidal wave (Figure 9) are not present.
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Figure 11. Evolution of random wave spectra with peak frequency of fp = 0.0625 Hz for two
values of mud shear modulus of G = 0, 100 and 200 Pa (Ur = 2.08, h = 2.00 m, dm = 0.20 m,
and ρm = 1111 kg/m3, and ζ = 100). In (a–c): dot-line is initial spectra at x = 0, solid-line is spectra at
x = 21Lp for Fr = +0.15, and dashed-line is spectra at x = 21Lp for Fr = −0.15 (Lp is the wavelength
of spectral peak). (d–i): energy density at spectral peak (dot-line), second (dashed line), and third
(dashed-dot line) harmonic of the peak, and subharmonic of the peak ( fp/2) (solid line).
As discussed earlier, a significant property of viscoelastic mud is its capacity to
resonate with the surface wave. To better evaluate resonance effects on a random wave
spectrum, we simulated the propagation of a spectrum with peak frequency at f = 0.28 Hz
which is equal to the frequency at which maximum direct damping occurs over a mud
layer with G = 50 Pa. Figure 13 shows the spatial variation of Hrms for various values
of shear modulus of elasticity (G = 0–200 Pa) and currents with Fr = 0,±0.15. As seen,
spatial variability in damping rate of Hrms is affected by G and U such that for G = 0 and
50 Pa, damping rate of Hrms is stronger at the beginning of the mud patch compared to
the rate at the end of the patch where the Hrms reaches an equilibrium. This variability
is weaker for muds with G = 0, and 200 Pa. On the other hand, the opposing current
results in higher damping consistently along the domain for G = 50 and 100 Pa. However,
the damping over viscous mud is increased by the opposite current in the beginning of the
mud patch and decreased towards the middle and end of the patch. The reverse of this
f(Hz) f(Hz) f(Hz) 
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trend applies to the case with G = 200 Pa where the opposing current intensifies damping
up to x = 1250 m and decreases it onward. The strongest overall damping occurs when
the random wave is propagating over a mud with shear modulus G = 50 Pa as expected
from the pattern of direct mud-induced wave damping (Figure 10).










G = 50 Pa
G = 100 Pa
G = 200 Pa
Figure 12. Spatial variation of random wave Hrms over viscoelastic mud with shear moduli of
G = 0–200 Pa with Fr = +0.15 (solid line), Fr = 0 (dot line), and Fr = −0.15 (dashed line). Simulation
parameters are the same as in Figure 11.













G = 50 Pa
G = 100 Pa
G = 200 Pa
Figure 13. Spatial variation of random wave height, Hrms, over viscoelastic mud with shear moduli
of G = 0–200 Pa in presence of currents with Fr = +0.15 (solid line), Fr = 0 (dot line), and Fr = −0.15
(dashed line). Simulation parameters are the same as those in Figure 12 but the spectral peak
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3.4. Propagation of Cnoidal and Random Wave Spectra over Mud of Arbitrary Depth
In this section, the model is used to investigate the effect of mud layer thickness
on wave dissipation and evolution. As discussed earlier in Section 2.2.2, LC’s damping
mechanism is applicable when mud thickness is at the same order of magnitude as the
thickness of the bottom boundary layer. However, the Macpherson [17] model does
not apply such a limitation on mud layer thickness. To assess the effect of mud layer
thickness on waves, we use the dissipation mechanicsm of Macpherson [17] as the damping
coefficient in the model (Equation (5)) and compare the results with the model that uses
LC’s model. As before, we use both monochromatic and random wave scenarios.
While the damping rates obtained from the LC and Macpherson [17] models are
similar for a thin mud layer (Figure 2), they differ relatively thick muds. As shown in
Figure 14, damping rates from the LC model are larger than those obtained from the
Macpherson [17] model for viscous mud. For a viscoelastic mud with shear modulus
of G = 200 Pa, the damping rate from Macpherson [17] is slightly larger (smaller) than
that calculated from the LC model for frequencies smaller (larger) than 0.22 Hz and this


















Figure 14. Variation of surface wave damping rate with frequency for mud with shear moduli G = 0,
100 and 200 Pa. Solid line: LC model, dashed line: Macpherson [17], ζ = 100, h = 0.8 m, dm = 0.4 m,
and ρm = 1111 kg/m3.
Figure 15 shows the variation of a cnoidal wave spectrum with frequency for G = 0
and 200 Pa. Mud specifications are the same as those used to calculate Dm in Figure 3
while water depth and mud thickness are 0.8 m and 0.4 m, respectively. Also, a wider
range of frequency (0–1.85 Hz) is considered. The figure shows the initial spectrum at x = 0
and the spectrum in the end of the mud patch at x = 800 m. Over viscous mud, the LC
model clearly overestimates damping in low frequencies while it slightly underestimates
it in high tail of the spectrum. Over a viscoelastic mud with G = 200 Pa, the LC and
Macpherson [17] models give comparable damping rates over high and low frequencies
but differ considerably over 0.5 < f < 1 Hz.
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compared to the model with the Macpherson [17] mechanism, consistent with damping
pattern of permanent form waves shown in Figure 14. The pattern is more complex for a
viscoelastic mud with G = 200 Pa such that for low ( f < 0.22 Hz) and high ( f > 0.22 Hz)
frequencies, the Macpherson [17] model gives slightly weaker and slightly higher damping
compared to the LC model, respectively. As seen, the distinction between two models is
stronger for the case with viscous mud compared to viscoelastic mud. The same result is
seen in Figure 17 which shows the spatial variation of random wave Hrms. As seen, similar
to cnoidal wave scenario for the viscoelastic case with G = 200 Pa, the Macpherson [17]
and LC models are almost identical while for the viscous case, the LC model shows stronger
damping than the Macpherson [17] model. Comparing Figures 16 and 17, one can conclude
that cnoidal waves undergoes stronger attenuation over viscous mud whereas random
waves undergo stronger attenuation over viscoelastic mud.







G = 0 (Liu & Chan), D=-0.0013/m
G =200Pa (Liu & Chan), D=-0.00074/m
G = 0 (MacPherson), D=-0.0012/m
G =200Pa (MacPherson), D=-0.00075/m
Figure 17. Spatial variation of random wave Hrms over viscous (G = 0) and viscoelastic mud with
shear modulus of G = 200 Pa, as normalized by incident wave height H0, ζ = 100, h = 0.80 m,
dm = 0.40 m, and ρm = 1111 kg/m3.
Figure 18 shows the impact of mud thickness on dissipation of the random wave
spectrum that was examined in this section. Both viscous and viscoelastic (G = 200 Pa)
behaviors are considered. The thick-mud model of Macpherson [17] predicts a slightly
stronger overall damping compared to the LC model (Figure17), which as seen in Figure 18,
is due to relatively weaker gain of energy at lower frequencies which contain most of the
energy. Higher frequencies experience a stronger damping when the LC model is used.
It is also noted that, as expected, damping intensifies around the peak due to resonance,
regardless of the mud model used. For the case of viscous mud, the LC model overestimates
damping compared to the Macpherson [17] model across the spectrum consistently.
x(m) 
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G = 0 (Liu and Chan)
G = 200 Pa (Liu and Chan)
G = 0 (MacPherson)
G = 200 Pa (MacPherson)
Figure 18. Evolution of random wave spectrum over mud with LC and Macpherson [17] mechanisms,
shear moduli G = 0, 200 Pa, h = 0.80 m, dm = 0.40 m, ρm = 1111 kg/m3, and ζ = 100.
4. Discussion
River mouths, which are areas with potentially high concentration of cohesive sedi-
ments, are also areas where significant interactions between currents and waves can occur.
The presented model improves previous frequency-domain wave-mud-current interaction
models by assuming that mud can be viscoelastic and can have any thickness.
Model simulations show that waves undergo substantial modulation over mud in the
presence of currents and a phase-resolving nonlinear model that represents characteristics
of the mud layer in a comprehensive manner enables better prediction of wave evolution.
The thin-mud model of Liu and Chan [20] (LC) yields nearly identical damping rates to
the finite-depth mud model of Macpherson [17] in lower frequencies while it produces
larger damping rates over higher frequencies. Thus, using the LC model or its viscous
equivalent (Ng [16]), which is used in operational wave models like SWAN [37] and
WAVEWATCH III [39], can result in overestimation of mud-induced damping if the mud
layer is dynamically thick.
The trend in dependency of mud-induced dissipation on mud’s shear modulus cannot
be illustrated only by direct damping and frequency amplitudes are affected by nonlinear
wave-wave interactions. It was shown that with deactivating the subharmonic interactions,
the frequency amplitudes follow the pattern of direct damping rate. It was also shown that
the variation of amplitude with frequency is small at the high-frequency tail of the in the
absence of subharmonic interactions. This observation was consistent with earlier studies
that examined wave interactions with viscoleastic mud [6] and wave-current-viscous mud
interactions [40]. This suggests that subharmonic interactions are responsible for damping
of higher frequencies regardless of the magnitude of mud shear modulus, and presence or
direction of currents.
The primary advantage of the present model is in explicit treatment of triad inter-
actions, making it most suitable to study nonlinear spectral evolution. Most previous
models developed for wave-mud interaction are phase-averaged models that parameterize
wave-wave interactions e.g., [37], or RANS models that in addition to resolving these
interactions, represent many other processes simultaneously, potentially making it difficult
to distinguish the effects of triad interactions on wave evolution. Furthermore, the present
model is substantially more efficient than RANS models. These advantages can be the basis
for the model to serve as a benchmark for validation of phase-averaged or RANS models
for their performance in representing or simulating triad interactions.
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The model has several limitations for field applications since the model’s fundamental
equations are based on potential and inviscid flow assumption. Therefore, the model
cannot simulate wave propagation if turbulence and mixing is so substantial that they
alter wave processes. Similarly, the model does not account for shear at mud/water
interface which could contribute to mud movement. Furthermore, turbulent currents
can form a two-way interaction with waves. Turbulence in bottom boundary layer and
core of the flow can result in wave attenuation over long distances, and in turn, waves
alter the mean flow through generation of Reynolds stresses which, as a second order
effect, can enhance (reduce) a wave-following (opposing) current e.g., [43,44]. These
interactions are not captured with the present model. A comprehensive investigation of
wave-mud interaction in the presence of turbulent currents requires a high-resolution
application of RANS models e.g., [31] or direct numerical simulation e.g., [57]. It is noted,
however, that the computational cost of theses classes of models can be high and may
limit simulations to small domains. The present model assumes the velocity profile to be
uniform vertically. This can correspond to the condition with a thin bottom boundary layer.
However, if turbulence extends into the water column towards the surface, it is expected
that strong shear and turbulence will affect wave attenuation.
The present model enables simulating one-dimensional wave evolution with currents
propagating along the wave direction. However, waves and currents can propagate
in different directions, making the interaction two dimensional in the horizontal space.
A future effort can focus on expanding the model to the two-dimensional space.
5. Summary and Conclusions
A numerical model for wave-current-mud interactions, based on a nonlinear frequency-
domain phase-resolving formulation, was improved in two aspects:
(1) The representation of mud in the model is extended to incorporate viscoelas-
tic muds.
(2) The requirement in earlier similar models that dictated mud to be thin was elimi-
nated by incorporating a model for a viscoelastic medium with finite thickness.
The model compares well with published laboratory data, showing some improve-
ment over the viscous mud model. The model was applied to simulate regular and random
wave propagation. Spatial variation of Hrms over muds with different shear moduli is
described well by examining the dependency of the damping rate on wave frequency.
For viscous mud, while there was a comparable damping in the presence of opposing
current in low to mid-range frequencies, stronger damping was observed in the presence
of opposing current at the end of mud patch, consistent with earlier studies e.g., [40].
The distinction between wave damping in the presence of following and opposing currents
was smaller over viscoelastic mud in comparison with viscous mud. Like the cnoidal wave
scenario, the opposing currents resulted in more damping than the following currents for
a viscous mud while the opposite happened when mud shear modulus increased. It is
noteworthy that this reversal in trend was consistent spatially for all G values. Furthermore,
the spatial undulations seen for cnoidal waves were not observed for random waves.
We simulated the propagation of a spectrum with a peak frequency equal to resonance
frequency and examined the resulting root-mean-square wave height. Hrms follows the
pattern in direct damping such that it increases with increasing G up to 50 Pa and decreases
thereafter. Furthermore, with increase in shear modulus up to G = 100 Pa, the opposing
current results in more damping than the following current over the domain consistently.
However, this trend is only seen at the end of the mud patch for G = 200 Pa and the
following currents results in more damping in the beginning of the mud patch. It is notable
that spatial variability in damping rate of Hrms is influenced by G and U such that for
G = 0 and 50 Pa, initial damping rate of Hrms is stronger at the beginning of the mud
patch compared to its end where the Hrms curve becomes nearly horizontal. However, this
variability is weaker for muds with G = 0, and 200 Pa.
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To investigate wave propagation over a mud layer of arbitrary depth, both cnoidal
and random wave solutions were examined for two cases of viscous and viscoelastic
muds with G = 200 Pa. The distinction between the two models is more pronounced for
viscous mud compared to viscoelastic mud. In the cnoidal wave scenario, the LC model
overestimates damping in lower frequencies and slightly underestimates it over higher
frequencies compared to the Macpherson [17] model for viscous mud. The overestimation
of damping by the LC model is seen across the spectrum for viscous mud in the random
wave scenario. The pattern is more complicated for the viscoelastic case. In the perma-
nent form solution, while two models show a comparable damping over low and high
frequencies, they show considerably different damping over mid-high range frequencies
(0.5 < f < 1). In the random scenario, the Macpherson [17] model shows slightly stronger
damping compared to the LC model in low frequencies and weaker damping over higher
frequencies. Also, the spatial variation of cnoidal and random waves were considered
for both viscous and viscoelastic muds. For the wave spectrum parameters and mud
characteristics used, Hrms is almost identical for both LC and Macpherson [17] models for
viscoelastic mud while the LC model shows stronger dissipation over the viscous mud
compared to the Macpherson [17] model.
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